
SALSA Geophysics/SALSA EM, Day 1 Update

- Arrived at McMurdo Station on 30 Oct (Day 0) after a one day delay in Christchurch, which was handy since we still had to figure out how to grind 3.9 kg of coffee for our field season (a long story for another day).
- Our four person team (Chloe, Kerry, Meghan, and Matt) filled our first day will trainings, meetings, and cargo sorting. We are now Antarctic Field Safety certified, driver certified, and outdoor safety certified.
- Chloe, Kerry, and Matt capped our productive day off with a middling after-dinner performance at Trivia Night to celebrate Halloween.
- Tomorrow will be more of the same: snow machine training, Communications gear pick up, Fixed Wing meeting, and pushing cargo into the cargo system so it can be loaded onto planes.

Chloe and Matt put on their excited faces to deplane the C17 at Phoenix Airfield, McMurdo Station
Chloe (purple vest) and Kerry (center, looking at camera) learn what is included in a survival bag during Antarctic Field Safety training.